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The Connections

This guide will show you step by step, how to use the SQL database.
The SQL database stored in Xampp, is guppy_sql.
This database is the connection between the judges tablets and your computer and must always be turned
on until the very last judge is finished and you have imported all data to the Guppy Show Master program.
When you create a show in Guppy Show master, you transfer all the tanks to the guppy_sql.
The judges tablets connect to the database via the wifi connection you have made with your router. When
connected, the judges can access the website located in the IKGH folder, so they can see the tanks and the
scorecards. When the judges confirm a judged tank, the result will be saved in the guppy_sql.
After the judging, you import the results to Guppy Show Master again and prepare all the calculations and
the reports from there.
In this userguide, we will see what we can do in the SQL database.
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Opening the SQL Database
Start your Xampp program.

Remember to shut down your antivirus or setup your antivirus to accept the Xampp software and the IP
gates it uses. (Not for me to do for you, since there is so much different antivirus software).

When you have opened the Xampp software, remember to turn on both Apache and MySQL by clicking the
Start buttons. The names Apache and MySQL turns green and Start changes text to Stop.
Now you can access your database.
Click Admin button in the MySQL section. (Marked blue on the picture in this example picture.
On the next page, you will see the opening picture for the SQL database manager, also called phpMyAdmin.
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This is the opening picture. You have already seen it, when you imported the guppy_sql file in the technical
setup.
On the left, click guppy_sql.

Now we have opened the guppy_sql database in the program.

As you can see, the database have 16 tables.
Becken is the table that contain all tanknumbers for trioshows.
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Beckenpair is the table that contain all tanknumbers for pairshows.
Punkt1 to punkt5 are the tables for triojudges 1-5.
Punkt6 to punkt10 are the tables for pairjudges 1-5.
Traineea and trainee are the tables for trio trainees 1-2.
Traineeap and traineebp are the tables for pair trainees 1-2.
The pictures in the rest of this manual, is from the time before the trainees was created in the program.
The way to handle the trainees tables, is the same as the other judges.

What can we see in the SQL tables
Becken is the table that holds all the tanknumbers for trioshows.
Let’s take a closer look on this table.
Becken_nr is the tank number. Here you can see the trioshow starts with tank number 30.
In the rows punkt1 to punkt5 you can see “1” for each tankrow. This means the tank has been judged by all
5 trio judges. Of course punkt6 to punkt10 are filled with “0” since the pairjudges does not judge trios.

On the next page we will take a closer look at the pair tanks table.
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Beckenpair is the table that holds all the tanknumbers for pairshows.
Let’s take a closer look on this table.
Becken_nr is the tank number. Here you can see the pairshow starts with tank number 1.
In the rows punkt6 to punkt10 you can see “1” for each tankrow. This means the tank has been judged by
all 5 pair judges. Of course punkt1 to punkt5 are filled with “0” since the triojudges does not judge pairs.

On the next page we will take a closer look at the tables for triojudges.
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This is the table for trio judge 1 (punkt1). Here you can see all the scores the judge has given to each tank.
After the column a_vit there will only be “0” since the trio judges does not judge females.

This is the table for pair judge 1 (punkt6). Here you can see all the scores the judge has given to each tank.
After the column a_vit there will also be different numbers since the pair judges also judge females.
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If a judge makes a mistake
Sometimes a judge has made a mistake in the judging, and want to rejudge a tank again.
Since the judge has already send the result to the database, the judge can no longer see the tank on the
tablet. Therefor you have to make the tank “unjudged” again.
Let’s say trio judge number 2 (punkt2) wants to rejudge tank number 40 again.
On the table “Becken” (not beckenpairs, since that is for pairs) we click on Edit for the row containing
Becken_nr 40.
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Now the row for tank number 40 is open. On the left you can see the name of the fields and on the right
you can see the values in each filed.
In the field at “punkt2” there is a “1” meaning that judge number 2 has judged the tank.
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Now you change the value from 1 to 0
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At the bottom of the page there is a button named Go. Click Go
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Now you can see that triojudge 2 has not judged tank number 40. There is a “0” for judge 2 at tank 40.

Now the judge can see the tank number again on the tablet, after clicking Refresh on the tablet.
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If a Tank is disqualified
Sometimes during the coding of the tanks before showstart, the judges disqualify a tank for one reason or
another.
It can also be during judging, that a tank is disqualified.
If it’s a trioshow you open the table Becken and if it’s a pairshow you open the table Beckenpair.
Click on the Edit button next to the correct tank number “becken_nr” and write “1” in all the value fields for
all 5 judges.
When you click Go at the bottom of the page, that tank number will not be visible for the judges anymore,
since you have now told the database that it’s ended.
In the results lists at the end of the show, there will be no values for this tank.
Remember to write the tank in the Disqualified list in the Guppy Show Master software at the end of the
show, so it can be seen on the printed lists.

Closing the database window during judging
Of course you can close the database window in phpMyAdmin during judging, since there is no need to
keep it open.
Just click the “x” at the very top right corner and the window will close down.
Now you are back at the Xampp window and you can just minimize that.
When the show is completely finished (after you have imported all results to Guppy Show Master) you can
close Xampp.

Using the database another time
If you are having a new show, you will have to delete the previous shows entries befor you transfer data
from Guppy Show Master program to the database. Yes, that’s all the warnings you see in the program,
when you start a new show.
Let’s see how we clean up the database.
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Click on guppy_sql on the left, to show all tables.

At the bottom below the last row, check the box “Check all” (here it says “Vælg alle”) and then click the
Empty data button (here it says “Tøm”). Do not use the delete button.

Then you get a screen like this.

You are asked if you really want to empty all the tables and since that’s what we are doing, click yes.
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When a table is empty, you will get a screen like this, when you click that table on the left side.

When all 16 tables are empty, you are ready to transfer a new show to the database.
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